
          What are you hoping to achieve with your research?

          How did you first get involved with patient safety research and  
          what do you find most challenging about it?

Jonathan Stokes
PhD Student, Multimorbidity theme

Firstly, please tell us a little bit about your background and your 
role in the Greater Manchester PSTRC.

I previously studied in Edinburgh, a BSc in Medical Sciences, and then down 
to Imperial College for a Masters in Public Health, so quite a broad medical/
population health research background. I’m now a PhD student in the 
‘Multimorbidity’ theme at the Greater Manchester PSTRC.

This PhD project is my first real involvement with patient safety research. With 
‘patient safety’ such a broad, encompassing term, I found it a bit difficult to 
narrow down intitial research ideas based on that umbrella alone. I found it 
helpful instead to focus on the outcomes first - preventing harm for the patient - to get started on patient safety research. 
My project looks at ways the NHS is improving co-ordination (or ‘integration’) of care for patients - this is one of the most 
common patient safety problems identified in the literature, especially for those with many conditions.

I think the workforce roles in primary care will need to expand dramatically in the NHS - beyond what we would 
traditionally think of as primary care in this setting which is GP-led care (with some nurse input). We need to get better 
at delivering truly preventative care in this setting: patient education, self-management support, and help with social 
determinants like housing and employment etc. This doesn’t require as much medical expertise perhaps, but more time 
than GPs have. Other countries use innovative roles to this end, like Brazil and Cuba with community healthcare workers. 
I think this is the only way we’ll see the cost-savings and improvements in patient safety (particularly for patients with 
multiple conditions) we need going forward. …And hopefully joined up IT records for everyone - come on it’s the 21st 
century!

I’m hoping to give commissioners/policy makers a good overview of where we’re currently at in the NHS when it comes to 
practically implementing ‘integrated care’. I use empirical evidence to point out what’s possible to achieve with what we’re 
doing at the moment, and will try and point to potential opportunities/barriers to success moving forward.  Hopefully I can 
engage with these decision-makers in various ways towards the end of my project to spread learning.

My parents are both academics up in Scotland, and they’ve been key in swaying me towards the PhD and academic 
research. Had originally wanted to avoid academia and do something more ‘hands on’. I’ve really enjoyed the PhD 
though, maybe it’s in my blood after all, let’s see…

I like exercising, good for clearing the head and getting the endorphins going. I run the Muay Thai kickboxing club at the 
Uni at the moment, play 5-a-side football, like skiing, running in the gym etc. Saying that, a wee pint every now and then 
goes down a treat too…
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          Tell us about someone who has influenced your choice of career (and why)

          When you are away from work, how do you spend your time relaxing?



I play a bit of guitar and can occasionally be persuaded to play a wee tune.

When choosing a PhD, make sure you go for something that really interests you. It’s quite a long period 3 years - you 
don’t want to be working on something you find dull. Apart from that, get involved in other projects that you’re offered too 
- keep saying ‘Yes’. The variety keeps things interesting, it builds your CV nicely, and you always find time to fit interesting 
things in.

          What is your party trick (or hidden talent)?

          If you could give one piece of advice to those interested in a research career, what would it be (and why)?


